Calculated Empiric Antimicrobial Therapy for Mixed Surgical Infections

Summary: In acute life-threatening surgical infections requiring immediate institution of antimicrobial therapy before bacteriological results are available, antibiotic treatment must be empiric. For best efficacy a more sophisticated form of empiric therapy is offered, termed calculated antibiotic therapy (CAT). Calculated antibiotic therapy requires consideration of a) typical bacterial spectrum; b) bacterial pathogenicity and synergism; c) antibacterial concentrations at the site of infection; d) toxicity and adverse effects; e) interaction with immune response; and f) results of properly conducted trials. Intraabdominal infections are used as an example here to assess the efficacy of clinically used cephalosporins and penicillins for determination of calculated antibiotic therapy. CAT identifies Escherichia coli and Bacteroides fragilis as the most important pathogens for intraabdominal infections and determines the most effective antibiotics at the tissue breakpoint, which is defined as the minimal concentration maintained for more than 90% of the dosage interval period at the infected tissues. At the tissue breakpoint calculated antibiotic therapy identifies cefotaxime-generation cephalosporins to be fully (100%) active against the most important aerobic pathogen E. coli and metronidazole as fully active against the important obligate anaerobe B. fragilis. Calculated antibiotic therapy becomes relatively important, since impeccably controlled clinical therapeutic trials as a foundation for therapy are rarely published.


Introduction

Surgical infections are primarily treated by incision and drainage according to the classical principle, "ubi pus, ibi evacua." This reduces bacterial inoculum and enhances the host's ability to perform bacterial killing and to phagocytose necrotic and toxic material. Many surgical infections are definitively treated without antimicrobial agents. The most highly lethal and invasive surgical infections require the addition of antibiotic therapy, since bacteria in these situations have often spread systemically and are thus beyond the scope of operative management. In the pre-antibiotic era, gram-positive cocci were the major pathogens responsible for much morbidity and mortality due to surgical infections. William Altemeier, commenting about surgical infections before 1930, stated, "Staphylococcal, streptococcal and pneumococcal infections were commonly seen, and frequently became invasive. Recovery was infrequent, and mortality was approximately 90%" [1]. The discovery of penicillin in 1929 [2] led to a dramatic improvement of therapeutic results in streptococcal and staphylococcal infections. A remarkable reduction in the death rate was achieved, and today death from a streptococcal infection is extremely rare. This extraordinary success is due to the fact that from the very beginning penicillin killed 100% of group A streptococci at concentrations easily achieved in tissue. Penicillin
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retains its absolute effectiveness on these streptococci to this day. Staphylococci and other bacteria, however, have enzymes such as β-lactamases that destroy penicillin’s β-lactam ring and thus its antibacterial potency. Consequently, penicillin-resistant strains have been selected through therapy and have become a therapeutic challenge [3]. The development of semisynthetic penicillins resistant to penicillinases has allowed further progress in the control of staphylococci.

In spite of the success seen in gram-positive surgical infections after the availability of penicillin, gram-negative infections originating from the gastrointestinal tract, for example, remained a tenacious problem. These infections are usually of mixed anaerobic/aerobic type with a predominance of gram-negative bacteria. Penicillin has little effect against gram-negative bacteria, and infections due to these organisms remain a therapeutic problem. The development of semisynthetic penicillins did not substantially improve the outcome.

Many other factors contribute to this therapeutic dilemma. Most importantly, the bacteria involved are difficult to isolate. Consequently, the true etiologic agents often remain obscure, making specific or directed treatment impossible. Most surgical infections, including but not limited to intraabdominal infections, present as an acute illness, and antibiotics must be given without confirmation of the target microorganisms and their susceptibility. Furthermore, in polymicrobial infections it may be difficult to identify the true pathogenic microorganisms and to differentiate such organisms from mere contaminants.

Bacteriological culturing and sensitivity testing are time-consuming processes and results are clinically available only after days, which is too late for initiating an effective directed treatment in a timely fashion; thus empiric therapy is usually initiated. To further structurally improve empiric antibiotic therapy, the concept of calculated chemotherapy was developed. It is based on the knowledge gained in previous studies and allows selection of those antimicrobial agents yielding the highest likelihood of success with empiric therapy. Calculated antibiotic therapy is presented using intraabdominal infections as an example.

**Calculated Antibiotic Therapy**

Selection of the ideal antimicrobial agent for calculated antibiotic therapy requires several pieces of information:

a) The spectrum of pathogens typical for the disease at hand.
b) The quality of each infectious organism, i.e., the virulence, and the potential for synergism or antagonism between bacterial species.
c) The ultimate concentration of the antimicrobial agent at the site of infection (tissue breakpoint), and the proportion of the pathogens killed at this concentration.
d) The potential for adverse effects resulting from antibiotics.

e) The possibility of interactions of antimicrobial agents with host defense mechanisms and wound healing.

f) Results of impeccably controlled clinical trials. This information should be obtained from controlled clinical trials. The results of such trials, however, have been shown to be of little help when critically assessed to determine their applications to the problem in the immediate clinical situation [4]. This emphasizes the need for a more sophisticated empiric treatment with foundations other than manipulated controlled trials. Calculated antibiotic therapy may be such an alternative.

**Typical Spectrum of Pathogens**

Results from clinical isolates in previous studies of intraabdominal infection can provide a typical spectrum of pathogens likely to be encountered in the majority of cases. While intraabdominal infections are polymicrobial, there is a clear predominance of certain organisms in all studies with good bacteriological technique [5–10]. Among aerobes, gram-negative bacilli are most common, with *Escherichia coli* being most prevalent. Among the anaerobes, *Bacteroides* species clearly predominate, followed by clostridia and peptococci (Figure 1). These findings clearly point to *E. coli* and *Bacteroides fragilis* as main targets for antimicrobial chemotherapy.

**Pathogenicity and Synergism**

The virulence of different bacteria can be demonstrated utilizing well known animal models [6]. Intraabdominal infection is a biphasic disease and may be replicated by implantation of feces in experimental animals. The first stage, known as the peritonitis stage, occurs during the first week. Mortality is high, and most animals have blood cultures positive for *E. coli*. Peritoneal exudate, when cultured, also grows primarily *E. coli*. In the second week, known as the abscess stage, mortality is low to nil and blood cultures are negative. During this phase,
intraperitoneal abscesses often form and, when cultured, produce a predominance of obligate anaerobes. Synergistic activity of the bacteria in intra-abdominal infection may be demonstrated by intraperitoneal challenge with pure cultures of various bacteria. *E. coli*, when injected at concentrations greater than \(10^{5}\) results in high mortality but no abscess formation in survivors. The same results were obtained when endotoxin only was used. Gram-negative obligate anaerobes (e.g., *B. fragilis* or *Fusobacterium varium*), when injected alone in concentrations four times greater, cause no mortality and no abscess. The same is true for enterococci. However, the combination of low concentrations of *E. coli* and *B. fragilis* mimics the full picture of intra-abdominal infection seen following fecal challenge and results in the typical mortality with abscesses in all survivors. Enterococci did not cause disease when implanted alone, and when combined with *B. fragilis*, were able to induce abscesses but no mortality.

These examples demonstrate that not only must the quantity of bacteria be studied but also the pathogenic interrelationships between bacteria. Clearly, the key to management of intra-abdominal infection is elimination of *E. coli*. In addition, obligate anaerobes must be killed because of the potential for synergism with otherwise non-pathogenic organisms such as enterococci. The pathogenicity of clostridia and anaerobic cocci is also remarkable but will not be discussed here. Gram-positive anaerobes, however, appear to rank next in importance as organisms to be respected.

**Antibacterial Activity at the Site of Infection**

The bacterial location for the site of pathology in intra-abdominal infections is the peritoneal cavity, i.e. tissue rather than blood. Therefore, bactericidal activity must be concentrated within the infected tissue, i.e. the peritoneal cavity for peritonitis. Consequently, it is important to select antibiotics capable of reaching the infected tissues in concentrations sufficient to kill the pathogenic bacteria. This can be verified by determining tissue fluid concentrations of antimicrobial agents. Agents capable of reaching levels in excess of the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) or the minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) for the likely pathogens should be selected.

Peritoneal fluid concentrations of clinically used cephalosporins and penicillins were reported previously [11, 12]. Their minimal concentration maintained for more than 90% of the dosage interval period at the infected tissues may be regarded as the tissue breakpoint (Figure 2). This concentration may be compared to the MICs of antimicrobial agents for the respective pathogens. Information about the MICs of most antibiotics has been published from studies utilizing standardized techniques and an inoculum of \(10^6\). The data from 104 such publications has been used to determine the proportion of pathogens for which the MIC is less than the tissue breakpoint [12–14].

![Figure 2: Serum and peritoneal fluid concentrations following intravenous bolus injection of 2 g of cefotaxime – sodium. A concentration of 8 mg/l is maintained for about 6 h (dotted line). A concentration of 4 mg/l is maintained for about 11 h at the site of infection. (Curves based on NONLIN pharmacokinetic calculations of 92 serum samples and 63 peritoneal fluid samples from 8 patients, and assayed microbiologically.)](image)

These studies showed that the MICs of all third-generation cephalosporins such as cefotaxime, ceftriaxone and moxalactam were less than the tissue breakpoints for 10,413 strains of *E. coli* tested (Figure 3). It is surprising that of the extended-spectrum penicillins, piperacillin and mezlocillin yielded tissue breakpoints greater than the MICs for only 62% of strains of *E. coli*. Second-generation cephalosporins were able to inhibit bacterial growth of *E. coli* at percentages of 81% for cefotaxin, 76% for cefuroxime and 87% for cefoperazone.

![Figure 3: Percent of MICs of 10,413 Escherichia coli which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.](image)
Figure 4: Percent of MICs of 5,279 Klebsiella spp. which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.

Figure 5: Percent of MICs of 3,180 Enterobacter spp. which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.

Figure 6: Percent of MICs of 6,566 Proteus spp. which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.

Figure 7: Percent of MICs of 4,270 strains of Staphylococcus aureus which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations of various antibiotics.

Figure 8: Percent of MICs of 1,049 streptococci which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.

Figure 9: Percent of MICs of 2,345 Bacteroides fragilis strains which are inferior to the tissue fluid concentrations (tissue breakpoint) measured following administration of various antibiotics.
Similar results were obtained with 5,279 strains of *Klebsiella* spp. (Figure 4), with tissue breakpoints found to be higher than 55% of the MICs of mezlocillin, 67% of cefotixin, 70% of cefotaxime, 72% of cefoperazone, 78% of pipercillin, and more than 99% of those of the third-generation cephalosporins. None of the antimicrobials agents was able to inhibit growth of all 3,180 strains of *Enterobacter* spp. (Figure 5), of all 6,566 strains of *Proteus* spp. (Figure 6), or of all 4,270 *Staphylococcus aureus* strains (Figure 7), but most could inhibit the 1,049 streptococci tested (Figure 8). Against anaerobes, especially the *B*. lactamase-producing strain of the bacteroides, the cephalosporins are less active (Figure 9).

These studies clearly indicate that antibiotic therapy of intraabdominal infection requires a combination of a cefotaxime-generation cephalosporin with an antimicrobial agent specific for anaerobes. The most active and reliable compound against anaerobes is metronidazole. It has a half-life of 8 h, requiring dosage intervals of not less than 12 h [15]. With such a combination of antimicrobial agents, all important pathogens of intraabdominal infections are likely to be eliminated.

While cefotaxime totally covers the pathogenically most important aerobe *E*. coli at the site of infection, metronidazole is 100% active against the most important obligate anaerobe, *B*. fragilis. This full activity is comparable to the full activity of penicillin against streptococci mentioned earlier. Development of resistance, therefore, is unlikely to occur. Remarkably, ten years after its introduction, cefotaxime retains 100% activity against *E*. coli without emergence of clinically significant resistant strains. In this sense cefotaxime represents a real innovation in antibacterial chemotherapy analogous to the discovery of penicillin and its continued absolute effectiveness against group A streptococci.

**Adverse Effects of Antimicrobial Agents**

Because patients with intraabdominal infection are potentially dehydrated due to fluid shift into the peritoneum and because of endotoxemia, their renal function may be impaired early in the course of the disease. In these circumstances, additional insult caused by the antibacterial agents themselves cannot be tolerated unless there is no alternative. Aminoglycosides are no longer favored because of their potential nephrotoxicity, which became evident in clinical trials with intraabdominal infections in which significantly higher incidences of renal impairment were found in the aminoglycoside groups compared to treatment groups who received other antimicrobial agents [16, 17]. Clindamycin’s activity against anaerobes is good but inferior to that of metronidazole. It might be used in combination with the third-generation cephalosporins when staphylococci are of concern. Clindamycin, however, has been associated with frequent occurrence of pseudomembranous colitis in association with the overgrowth of *Clostridium difficile*.

**Interaction with Host Defense**

Certain antimicrobial agents which have been used in intraabdominal infection may have adverse effects on host defense mechanisms and wound healing [18–20]. This includes chloramphenicol, which causes dose-related bone marrow suppression and the occasional occurrence of aplastic anemia. Some of the cephalosporins, notably moxalactam and cefoperazone (both of which have the methylthiotetrazole side chain structure), may contribute to coagulopathy and post-operative hemorrhage. Almost all antimicrobial agents interfere with cellular and humoral host defense, a fact which is critical in surgical infections where healing of a large wound requires these processes [15–17].

**Truth in Controlled Clinical Trials**

Much of the information discussed in the preceding sections is based on deductive experiments and clinical observation rather than randomized controlled clinical trials. Unfortunately, there are only a few relevant trials in intraabdominal infections reported to date. In a critical review of antibiotic trials and intraabdominal infections, J. S. Solomkin et al. [4] commented that, “Exclusionary criteria employed generally prevented enrollment of seriously ill patients or infections with a high failure rate.” They noted that the mortality rates in these studies was only 3.5% on average, while mortality rates in non-antibiotic related studies is generally in the 25 to 35% range. This suggests that the available controlled clinical trials of antibiotics are applicable only to the least ill of the patients with intraabdominal infections.

**Recommendations for Therapy of Intraabdominal Infections**

It is clear that to achieve cure of intraabdominal infection, *E*. coli and gram-negative anaerobes must be eliminated by means of adequate surgery and appropriate chemotherapy. The third-generation cephalosporins are capable of killing 100% of *E*. coli without the development of unacceptable side effects. These agents are still considered first-choice therapy for intraabdominal infections, always in combination with metronidazole for coverage of anaerobes. Aminoglycosides are no longer indicated for primary therapy of gram-negative surgical infections, with the exception of those proven to be caused by resistant organisms (notably *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*). The alternative to metronidazole is clindamycin, particularly if staphylococcal or clostridial infection is suspected or proven.
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